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In loving memory 
of 
Cheryl Jean Boston Coleman 
Thank you Momma. I love you and miss you very much. 
Momma in front of Daddy's BMW Photo taken in the late sixties: Sparta, Illinois. 
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INTRODUCTION
The Htde girl is standing on the concrete landing at the top ofher stairs.
The little girl becomes lig^t and she starts to fly.
She flies.
The little girl flies across green square lawns and over little black girls
playii^DoubleDutchRope. She flies across the porch ofher nei^bor and
mean baby-sitter, DolL While the little girl is hovering aboveDoll's porch, Doll
comes out and yells at the little girL
'Ifyou don't get your little black ass in here right nowP'
The words chase up to girl in the air.
The little girl hears the voice of themean baby-sitter. The girl can no
longermove. She just 'kinda" hovers in the air, and she feelsherselfmoving
back into her bodyand away£ramherdream. The tree tops comecloser,back
into view.
POETRY
Catfish
He told her
she was fat.
She'd had a baby
and developed a warm
roll of lining for extra protection.
He cracked open his Bud Lite and yelled
across to her from his Lay-Z-Boy
recliner which was in the front room.
"Bringme another beer...will yah
Pamela? Yah fat ass heifer !"
She opened the ice box door and took out her
husband's fifth can of Bud
Lite.
n
Before dawn he leaves with
his brother-n-law for Sparta Lake.
On the east end of town
at theendofa red-chat sun covered road lined withgreen soybeans,
crawdids, black water bugs, and horseflies; tall cattails
warn of the mud murky lake. Mymommatold
me how her childhood friend, Boston, fished
in thatsame lake whenhewasnine. Notknowing
how to swim, he went into the water.
He caught his fish but got tangled
up in the tight pale blue nylon fishin' line.
Round, the line wrapped his body unto
himself. They say the fish was still
moving on the line.
"Mustahbeen a big one," they said over crawdid holes;
His darkness no competition for the lake's.
in
Catfishare scavengers. Theyspend most
of their time on the bottom of a waterbed,
searching and sucking for food. Some folks say
theyaredirty, but I thinktheytaste really good
ifyou cook'emright. Just peelbackthe skinoff'em,
fillet themup, dip'emin eggbatter, roll'em in seasoned
commeal, and deep fry'em in the tastiest lard
youcanfind. Serve'emwithalmost anything
but never forget the red hot sauce and white bread.
IV
The bread helps
the diminutive pale
bones pass through the throat.
V
Aunt Pamela made thebest fried catfish inSparta.
At least that's what folks said. When her husband
and brother would come back from fishing, everybody
would come over to get a piece. Deep-fried catfish,
corribread, spaghetti, andcoleslaw. After everyone came
over, us littlekids couldeach haveonepiece. Stuck in the
hot kitchen, away from the adults in the living room, we
would eat, my cousin and me, all the fried commeal crumbs
off the bottom of our plates and the table by licking
the insides of our fingers and pressing them tightly to the plates,
table, and counter tops to vacuum crumbswith our saliva.
Once theplates were clean, wewould pick
andeat the crumbs from the soak plate
covered withfish grease laden papertowels.
VI
When niy cousin Geri did the dishes, she threw
all thesilver plated forks, knives, andspoons
intothe garbage can. She saiditwasjustan accident
and that she justwasn't paying attention towhat
she wasdoing, but even Ibegan towonder
when guests for dinner were forced to eat their fried
catfish with their hands.
VII
Everybodyin Sparta eitherworked for the Spartan
Printing Plant or in one of the many dank coalmines.
Peabody Coal was the one that all my unclesworked in.
At sunrise, my imde Gary would arrive home from the
night shift, his tin plated round lunch box and coal stained
cottonjiunpsuit showingblackmarksfrom working
down at thebottomofa cave, digging intoa place he didn't know;
no where.
Myaunt Pamela was always therewithhis breakfast ready
and his bath done.
vin
Do you know that you can only use fish
grease to fry fish and nothing else?
Ifyou cook anything other than fish
in its grease, it will comeout tasting like fish.
The backyard garden of Uncle Gene's and Aunt Snoogie's House: Sparta, Illinois.
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a looking
i watched a way
he looked at her
when she walked
past a window
I could tell he thought
she was pretty
like frozen water
in a plastic blue ice tray
she wore a spotted handkerchief
her long neck weary
against a weather
like icicles
in competition
with a yellow winter sim
i inhaled as
she wandered
into the wide room
weaving white space
past him and me
only wearing what
wedge was there
she didn't wonder
about approval
PassingOut Brochures at Catt HallDuringVeishea
"I don't care if she was a racist,"
the woman looked
at me. She looked
through me.
Thinking of herself
not wanting to die or
disappear for all the love
in a white man's world,
not for all the diversity
in the universe, she blew
me off with the sway of her
pale hand. An unlucky
swatted horse fly caught on top of
new sticky red flypaper blowing
endlessly in a false summer wind
created by a ceiling fan whose control
knob was locked on continuos motion in one direct spot,
I could feel what piece ofwing I
had leftslowly tearing away to be given
up as a virgin sacrifice to the great wind.
"I am a student too,"
I politely stated back, not wanting
to interrupt her vigorous vigil over
her bought bricks. I wanted to scream
to the top of the sealed sky that 'I am
9 
important too!' I matter too, but I gently 
refolded a new crease into the vanilla brochure, 
that I held in my naturally tanned hand, and I tried 
to find someone with a hand that would receive my 
peace offering. I looked through the images of a thousand 
visions that my two eyes provided, and I again started my search 
to find someone who would accept my solution. 
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Canned Goods
DJ Bob Walls and Steve Wonder
were playing over 1-0-7.5WGCI
FM on "yOur radio dial" the day
I needed a non-perishable item
for St. John De La Salle's food drive.
I begged Momma that this was
the last day I could give. Relenting,
she sighed her Winston filled
lungs and pried the kitchen cabinet
open while I stood leaning back.
My neck elongating a closerview.
Momma handed me onecan (to represent
a donation from our entire family)
of green beans. Momma saw us off
removing missed food crustaceans
from the tightmauveedges
of our mouths her thumb
lovingly licked sweet saliva
caffeine andnicotine flavored. Through
the front door, me and my three sisters:
Cheron,Cherisse, and Jacque marched,
green beans in dark hands.
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Monarch Cleaners was on the southeast
comer of 103rd street. We always wondered
what the inside looked like, but Momma said,
"itwas too expensive." My sisters and I passed
it eachmorning on the way to school. Walking
bomb pops with black sticks down the middle,
me and my sisters moved westw^d down 103rd street
toVemon Avenue on aNovember Catholic Chicago
morning, wearing ourblue checkered, red, green, yellow, andstriped
parochial uniforms screaming white blouses and hard buckled black shoes.
I passed a note to Gerome Summers
askingwould he bemyboyfriend
His sandy red hair dust redbone skin
to match made me love him even more
Gerome receivedmy note by default
Jeffrey Hunter intercepted, minding
his sickle-celled anemia longing,
crying a little and wetting his pants.
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Gerome checked the yes box sent it back to me,
etchinga gray penciled heart onnotebook paper
I wondered if Jeffrey knew, I toowetted myself,
but onlyat night inmybed wherepee spread
soft and warin in the impressionable middle
dip of my second hand mattress, laid under
the night cover of darkness held fast
with Raggedy Ann and Andy sheets
Always giving us things,
size eight was too big for a ten
year old girl, so my aunt Leslie gave
me her big bulky black shoes the last
time my family was in Sparta.
I watched my almost new shoes
as our fourth grade class marched
down two flights ofmetal stairs, painted pink.
Bright red veins, thick wires through a fence,
my new shoe laces convinced me by the time
I entered the church that my feetwereno longer
bigger than anyone else's. In the pew, Gerome sat
next to me. Father Dustman walked down
the middle, side to side, aisle to aisle, pushing
a food filled cart. In one sweep,I passed
my food donation, noticing the painted apostles
hanging from the walls, laying between pain stained glass windows, watching me.
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An offering of cardboard boxes
filled with food was carried to tiie altar
as Father Dustman broke Bread
for communion. Our classproceeded
the third grade class, kneeling on the edge
under Sister Dorothy's watchful gaze
as food from God, ttie Body of Christ, melted
on our tight tongues. The Father, Son,and Holy
Spirit crossed my nappy head and chest, and I marveled
at the food fullbrown boxesas Iwovewhispered desires
insidemy quiet act of contrition. I remember practicing
to receive the Body the first time. Sister Dorothy smacking
our poverty pink lips: a replacement for the holyHost, telling
us to leave soundless, chewless, and cheerless. I tip-toed
away with the statues of Mary at my back,
Jesus with bleeding heart in a whole hand
on my right. Saint John to my left,
and Joseph somewhere back behind.
During mass Father Dustman said
that they said
that her eyes moved.
Lids frozen down in supplication,
the Virgin lifted
her sight to those three
little Black girls:
LaShawn, DeShawn, and Loraine.
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After that day, I
could not drink
from the porcelain fountain
below her stoned feet.
She was elevated
outside the lavatory
where I kissed
big Kristy and rubbed
her dark ringworm ass.
Mary's petrified rosary
beads hung fromher fingers,
praying for dead, my lost soul,
and Sister Kathy's fourth grade classroom.
The knock came.
"Go to your room!"Momma yelled.
Calm cold air flexed and found the cracks
inme and mysister's bedroomasweknowingly
disobeyedMommawhile she opened the front door.
Shoes shuffled across the raised silver metal threshold.
Muffled voices of"Thanks, God bless you, andHappy Holidays,"
sneaked through the open places, andI crept out to see Sister Dorothy
bentover a cardboard box filled full. Sister's coat wrapped
torso movedup fromourwoodfloor, giving birthto goods:
Similac milk from her barren breasts. Abox piled high with many things
crowning theedges: Hamburger Helper, Jewels Stuffing, Jiffy Combread mix.
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Cattleman's marshmallows, and a can ofgeneric green string beans.
"Who was it?" I asked Momma. She leaned over the brown box,
picked it up and enveloped it into her chest. Her work clothes stiE
on, her heels clicked to thekitchen, walking pastmeandmysisters,
holdinghead high. Mommadumped theboxon the coimter, searched
for the wrinkledpackage of cigarettes in her pocket, flicked her blue flame
lighter with pale thumb and inhaled for life.
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Sister jacqueline with Priestafterfirst Communion at St. john De La Salle: Chicago,
Illinois.
''^1 r."
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Caribou for my Indian Girlfriend
"I am one of the lost looking/'
she told me in an insipid way.
Her cotton shirt, emaciated,
opened down to the top
of her proud coarse breasts
melanin ripe with the sweetness
ofpinecones, dank, from aconquered
fall forest land, her cleavage revealed
more than just a brown tan on invitingskin.
Of course shewasn't talking to me,
she was loftilypeering, spinningher charcoal
burnt hair, embedded in its split reality.
1 8
Cooking
Mounting an old lover,
I found myself adorned without
spices:
cardamom,
cinnamon,
cumin,
curry,
and you.
19
essence for audre
I used to think
being light skinned
was tiie best thing on earth
a little black girl could ever be
freckles across
the bridge
ofmy nose
bright eyes
straight hair
secret admirers
lavish lovers
and a family staying together for a possible pink blush made handy for embarrassing situations
when I wet my bed
self hatred I
soon learned
came not in a package
but on the covers
of a magazine between
the shadowed
pages like lye
in a plastic jar
called "dark and lovely"
20
Kitchen^
They took my hair
fromme. That'swhatmymomma
says when I ask.
Dark kinky strands, freshly turned dirt
before the planting season, all it needed was a little
love, grease, and water with a hard brush in a soft hand. I
only know itnow from pictures, leaning softly to the right side,
trying tohidewhatwasmine in allthat it gave ofresistance before the fall.
Now I hide my hair in shame,
pretending I don't know all
it reveals, the innermost of my soul.
My kitchen screams "mother Africa!"
Longing, standing proud aroimd mycrown
its tightly bawled fists intogether glory. Rough
toughlikewire supportingblackcrows
without electric shock until the white cream
with lye andotiier conditioners come, dying
and frying
like pork bacon in a cast iron
southern slave kitchen skillet.
' Kitchen is ablack vernacular temi for the natural hair ofAfrican-Americans that has not been permed or
strmghtened. The term could have other cultural meanings, but this is the context into which this poem is
written ^
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Brother Ronald, almostageone, before hisfirst haircut: Qticago, Illinois
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Liquid Sugar
Nesting on newspaper. My auntSnoogie keeps saying,
"some big blackwoman keeps wearingmy clothes!"
It'sno different from theRaid proof bugs infesting hercouch.
I patherpurple spotted hand, crumpled Sparta News scraping
my ass sitting on Aunt Snoogie's couch.
"That young girls...girrs funeral was today...wasn't it?"
She tags me through the diabetes darkness of her cataracts.
I don'tcorrect herbysaying "Momma's funeral was last year...wasn't?".
Although shewas there. Aunt Snoogie apologizes, tearing
over not being able to make "thesweet girl's service."
I cannot answer. It isawomb producing nofruit. Instead I say
"I don't knowwhy that black woman wanfe your clothes."
"The heifer wantsGene," she replies. I look over to Uncle's
way. He shakes his head behindtoday's copyofSparta news.
Uncle Gene and Budweiser.
Thelma was Aunt Snoogie.
Leslie couldn't find tfie diamonds,
the countless fidelity rings.
Aunt Snoogie washes white women's
clothes, cooks salt pork in cast iron skillets
cans cabbage to cole slaw, digest corn bread
to com.
Feedme those things with lard.
Feed me those tilings that are hard
Canned peaches stored undercreaky stairs
23
Rose bushes
Grass cutting over rain ditches, weeds
crawdid holes full.
Giveme a stick to serve my man
evenwith your mustache on your upper lip
Thebeard on your chin. Theneedle in'your arm
Thefat part ofyour stomach, your leg,your arm,
the bloodgoes, and I want you to give me some
ofyour liquid sugar in your freshlybrewed iced
tea. I won't share none with Uncle Gene.
Hewill onlynotice themagnets stuckto the refrigerator,
grape juice frosted on your glasses.
marks
The point
I entered
departed
this world
24
The woman
I collated
my being
my self
my goodness
my badness
my blackness
left me
to endure
solitary
with instructions
as equilibrium
and torch
while walking through a wilderness
Will I fail,
stumbling hard
upon gray jagged
boulders
on which she left
mahogany blood splattered
scoured malleable knees
inscribing elbows
callusing hands
and fissuring nails
The gape closed
I can see
evaporated
fragments
of black skin
blustering
incessantly desolate
oh severe stones
residing in demise
already very dead
because they are
not attached
to her spirit
now
beyond her flesh
25
Mamma's headstoneat Sparta Cemetery: Sparta, llUtiois
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Nat Turner the Messiah
i
No. wonder he ran away and came back again to
Southampton, Virginia.
"Eyes is here suh," said He,
knowing He was the chosen one.
The one to lead His people to freedom.
Divine inspiration of belief
on the "occasion of the solar eclipse
in February of 1831"
was the day to let His people go.
The day for revolt and resurrection.
He had originally planned July 4th
the sameyear in the spirit of CrispusAttucks, but someone
found out, andHewaited patiently for the sign.
Later, people would exclaim
m^ust have been in the mud cause slaves wasn't
'lowed to drink no dirtywater!"
Others knew "it was the spirit
of Gabriel Prossier and Jack Bowler!"
Clubs and swords, they planned outside of Richmond.
They say over 1,000 property bodies joined them.
Denmark Vesey would hear offightin' andpurchase
his freedom. Vesey
a carpenter, his greatest achievement was making, "250
bayonets and 300 daggers."
II
George Boxley was a white slave
owner in 1815. Thinkin' his slaves
shouldbe free, Boxley madeplans
freeing his slaves. His slave cookfound out and she
told.
Told,
told,
told,
told, she musthave whispered it very
earlyin themorning over a dingy pillow
27
case filled rotten with straw.
Boxley escaped. His slaves
were destroyed: the remaining
confiscated and resold. The profit
reverted to tiie county, state, and
federal government.
iii
"Do yah know what cha is?"
is whatHe asked by the dimfire lightreflected over damp
cave walls.
"Eyes is waitin' fors a sign,"
cameout knowingly.
A collective knowledge of lashes
gone far beneath the skin, past His time beneath existence.
He could still hear the drvim beating for Him.
"Dis here is our time to run, our time to be free."
He had come back to his master. Master Travis,
like Jesus to John the Baptist. Like the heat of water can
come from the sim running softly over a sinful head desiring
to be free.
"Eyes be the chosen one. Eyes beheretohelp
yah...fors us all."
He let those words lay 3 miles outside of
Southampton Virginia.
iv
Silently like water
moccasins in a southern
fried still standing pond
He crept slowly His
silver razor sharp blade
pairing up creaky white
28
stairs
entering rooms
one by one
revisiting
Sally Sue Travis
wanted only the newest niggers
sleeping at the foot
of her bed in case
she woke up thirsty
Travis Jr. never
wanted no niggers
at the foot of his bed
he just wanted them
only to drink
the contents of his
chamber pot
when he made sure
it was full
Misses Travis liked
her combread neither
hot nor cold. She went
through two housemaids
amonth so they say
the old ones never
leaving by foot
Master Travis wanted
his niggers to mind
to be grateful for all their
blessings;
29
17 to 19 hours work
a day no pay
a peck ofmeal
3 4 pounds ofmeat
yearly all the rejectable
hog parts
you could ask
pickled pig balls
pig intestines
pig feet
pig hearts
pig brains
pig snouts
pig skins
pig dicks
pick heads
pig tails
pig eyes
"You could have
gotten worse," is what
master Travis preached
Simdays
vi
Tobacco cotton rice
and sugar cane,
house servants
field hands drivers
wetnurses sex games
30
Rags glistening over ebony bodies
mockednumbed fingers
cotton pricked red
like dull swollen
tomato pin cushions
VXl
August 21st
to August 22nd
they caught Him
having freed coimtless
Negroes and killed 67
whites.
Like Boxley's kitchen
girl, they found Him
six weeks later
in a mountain cave
only this time He
wasn't preaching.
He was waiting
ascension.
In Jerusalem, Virginia
is where they listed
His catch.
Trial and Jury
leading lashes,
a tight noose
around His
nighttime neck.
Seventeen apostles
himg with Him,
desiring justice
to be free.
3 1
Niggers Around The World
I thought long and hard
on my thoughts like a cocooned
butterfly anticipating its release.
My patience made whole, some say
made perfect by my collective knowing
I would soon, one day, understand
my piercing pain.
Pain like that Catholic Irish girl
that once loved a protruding
Protestant young boy. She sneaked
darkly decorated starch potatoes
into his orange bag whenever they passed
each other in the street coming home from
school.
He took dangerous arousal in the
split second weight of her pale gaunt hand
brushing slightly
on the edge of his bag while letting the
vegetable,
some say, fall into his sack.
Her release was withdrawal
of words where they are needed the most.
32
nothing more, nothing less
if I ask for a kiss
only give me a kiss
to widen the dimension
of a mundane world
don't expect to caress the inner temple
of my fine black body
if I want to whisper in your ear
just bend down and let me blow
my summer breezes
into the valley of your mind
don't ask me to show you the wonders
of my world
if I ask you to pass the time
of day in the kingdom
ofmy bedroomto explore ttiedelights
of human nature
don't expect to stay the night
to watch the midnight sky
form into sunrise morning .
that God created for you and me
if I want your body
and the gifts of physical passion
don't take it upon your conscience
to offerme any other emotion than
that which motivated your manhood
to make me a creature of Nature
for being the black wom^ that I am
this is all I need and maybe not even that
33
October 8, 1947
Today is my mother's birthday.
She stays quite cahn.
I sent her four red roses
with two white ones to make a bouquet.
I smoke her Winston cigarettes while she lays well embalmed.
I saved her last pack with two squares left, smoking in celebration ofher birth onthis day.
No longer ranking which enormous bill pay:
gas, electric, mortgage, and phone, she frays dark underground.
I have paid the bills and sent her expensive long stem roses.
With glue glittered ribbon adding starchiness laid ongreen and brown clay,
she is displayed, face no longer holding a permanent frown.
Ljdng is the current warmth ofthe season, and I wonder if natureknows my mother's special
day.
Gold glitter reads "Happy Birthday Momma, " poverty love to convey.
Her face never growing old, she prays the Black-Roman-Catholic peace now found.
I have keptherold blue Coach purse, wanting tobuy hera new one, but sheonly takes roses.
No longer waiting for a man, education, your kids, ormoney to take you away,
daddy is very sorry now, and you pay with my shroud offlowers making them your crown.
In the morning I drink your coffee instead ofmy tea, but today is only your 50th birthday.
I looked for you at thebottom ofyour cup, saying "I love you," butI can only send you four roses
34 
Momma blowing out candles on her birthday cake. Photo taken in the late sixties: Sparta, 
Illinois. 
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Past Dreaming
I dreamed ofmymomma last night
I was frying chicken Mommawalked past
I said "Momma you've come back!"
I left the white gas stove
I hugged Momma
Momma hugged me
Momma smiled silently
I squeezed her waist past her intentfulgaze
Momma's hair black
Momma's eyes dark
Momma wears a toobigblue-jean dress an orange shirt
I felt a tinglingsensation run throughout
my entire body was past
Iwoke up inside my dream Sister told me that ifmy dream
was real tingling sensation would have started
at the topofmyhead notmyfeet
36 
Momma. Photo taken in the late sixties: Sparta, Illinois. 
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Poverty Devotion
Because she was poor,
she kept broken things
like the impeding importance
of a black bird's mending wing:
one coffee table
stained ash trays
television sets
blue porcelain toilet stool
five kids
Sears dryer
dishwasher
diaphragm
doorbells
door hinges, and
two inscribed gold wedding bands.
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Sister and Child
Sister watches
her young one,
a dark lady hawk pretending
not to notice,
hiding her admiration
behind stem disapproval,
shadowing moves,
and slight soaring,
while her enlarging black eyes
scavenge over like ones
in a small, round, light brown face,
lacking only in experience.
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left), and my sisterjacqueline (bottom right) on Chrisbnas day:
Chicago, Illinois.
40
sitting
I remember when I
was small enough to eat sauerkraut from your plate.
Green, yellow, and impaled lime in colorand taste,you allowedme
to partake ofyour portion with my small round fingers that were much darker than yours.
I was small enough to sit in the chair with you, almost
on top of you.
I wanted to be part of your skin. I
would reachmy palm up toward the ceramic saucerin yourhand. Over
the edge, you were just tasting, my hand would come down
into my mouth with your food,
swallowing a long tinie,
sucking ttie juices dry.
4 1
SisterJacqueline is being feed b\/ Momma xuhile sitting onMomma's lap. 1am on tlie right
in the chair, cousin ]etaun is standing to thefar left, and cousin Shannon is to the upper
right with the afro: Chicago, Illinois.
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Strand
Her father washed
her shiny baby black hair
until it reeked of shampoo,
and the smell of fresh cotton diapers.
Down on the plastic changing mat
He laid her. Babybrush
in one hand and holding baby steady
in the other (chocolate chubby legs are the
easiest to grab, the easiest to hold
on to).
He combed the brush
through her fine new hair
with learned ease,massaging
Johnson's BabyLotion
with each stroke, sliding open
curls only to have them rebel
back imto themselves.
His mother-n-law died
twomonths earlier. Leaving suddenly
without notice, her hair was
the color, black, like
His baby's, except his mother-n-law's
was graying on certain long strands
and mixingevenly on others,
only curling after a wash void of applied
heat. Today,
He noticedan unfamiliarpiece
of hair in
His daughter's. It was oddly
intertwined with the softness,
trying to finda place among the living.
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He pulledit out easily, quickly realizing
that it didn't belong to the small crown
He was combing.
It was long, thick, and the color
of freshly fallen snow in the shadow
of a cloudedChicago ghettomoonlight
44
The Things We Carry
my
lunch
box
I carry
every day
only
constant
thing slightly
rusting
never
wanting
to
throw
it away
45
What's Eafing Me?
My stomach
will explode
if one more
filthy piece
of food
comes. One
more stuff
to fill me.
To make me
whole. Expanding
my brown stretched marked skin.
Wearing and tearing me apart
with each insertion
and exertion
of voided space.
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You donlknowme.
I am not from ttie ghetto that you
know so well from glossy glorified
magazine ads, featuring broke down
brothers playin' basketball who you
know can't even afford Tommy Hilfiger,
let along spell him.
You won't find me carryin' a beeper
and driving a bouncin' car. Chicago's
south side is where I'm from.
It's where my mind is always at.
"What ya ride?" is what they say,
and the "CTA" is what I answer back
if I don't want to get my blackass kicked.
My south side lives in me.
The streets that were left behind
by contagious white fear and flight.
Two Nike Air gym shoes hang over
a shiny black power wire in tiie alley.
A message for all who understand.
It's one you don't want to know.
I don't carry no gun and I've
never seen anybody smoke crack,
but I've heard about people gettin' smoked.
I know that I am a black woman.
I have seen my African brothers, sons, and fathers die
over stale stupid shit, leaving nothin' wantin'
and only thoughts weary behind. They die longin'
over the malt liquor billboards and watchin' Jordan
break over 70 points a game.
Why brother?
I was black before I was a woman
and they was here in me before I
was anything, before I became nothin' at all.
Runnin' around in my mind,
hollowing it out, makin' room so notiiing else could fit.
Nothin' but the rape of the master.
I can only see my brothers gettin' shot
down dog dead like big black water bugs
tryin' to make it across an enameled floor
before being squashed by a discriminating foot.
They are dead and just plain dyin' everyday.
Dead. Dead dogs doing nothin'
but dying and sometimes dyin' to die.
Why don't they just ask someone to kill thein in the
womb instead of lettin' everybody see them get shot
all over the television?
You know they don't love us.
Black folks get shot like that everyday.
Each day dedicated to a bullet finding a broflier's name-
that's scratched on it.
Scratched right on his frowned forehead.
You don't know me.
I'm not tiie lady on the syrup bottle or ttie pancakebox.
Colin Powell isn't my hero, and Anita Hill ain't
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downwithme. I don'tthinkI will ever"drop downmy
buckets" whereI was, am, is, and tryin' tobe,
but I know at least one thing that I didn't know before.
You don't know me,
and
neither do I.
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you move me to words
the first time I saw you
your features softly impressed
my lips into a smile
I had had three cups of vino
and I unabashedly watched you
not taking any notice of my manners.
Yopensaba en que lengua hablabas.
your smile was the first feature my
eyes noticed, a beautiful smile
a bright smile
it spread smoothly from the edges
of your mouth
Yo quena saber si hablas ingles.
your handsome face and eyes were warm and inviting
Yo tengo problemas quitandolos de mis suenos de la noche.
your hands and skin are brown like the color of caramel candies
they are strong like the presence of your being in my thoughts
Decidi intentar mi espahol.
"Hola. iComo estds?"
Hablaste suavemente.
"Bien. iYtu?"
you were sweet, kind, and intriguing.
Decidi practicar mi espanol, porque me movias a palabras.
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PERSONAL ESSAYS
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E2q>ectations
Darlene Kirkpatrick got her period in the fifth grade or at least that's
what all the girls said. Wondering how the other girls in class could know
when someone started their period, I asked my best fnend, at the time, Monica
Walker.
"How do they know Darlene started her period? Are you sure?"
"You can smell it, " she said, crumpling up her brown mouth and nose
at the same time.
I peered into her brown eyes from across my fifth grade desk, which was
directly in firont of hers, and I checked to see if she was telling the truth or just
joking. According to Monica via Mrs. Walker, Monica's mother, women got
this particular kind of smell when it was their time of the month. Mrs.
Walker was a nurse, so I took Monica's word for it.
With my new information, I started tying to find any excuse to get close
to Darlene, just to see if I could smell that smell and tell when she was getting
her monthly. I also started checking my own underwear every opportunity I
could, which was when I went to the bathroom. Home, school, church,
grandmother's house, my daddy's house at Evergreen Plaza or at Monica's
House - it didn't matter. I tired for months, squatting or sitting over the toilet
stool, bringing the crotch of my imderwear directly under my nose and
sniffing until my nostrils vacuumed the moist cloth of my underpants to the
bottom half of my face. One day, my mother walked in on me in the bathroom
at home during one of my scent expeditions.
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"Have you lost your mind?" she asked me.
"No," was the only answer I could give as a reply.
Trying for a long time, I never found that particular smell that I
wanted. Finally, I did get my visitor and that smell: one year later in the sixth
grade. No one ever told me just to look for the color red.
The red color came on the dayI least expected it to come. I was sitting
on our sky blue broken porcelain toilet stool at home. Since I started my smell
search and the motherly inquisition that followed, I got into the habit of
locking the door when I used the bathroom, but this was one ofthe days that I
left the bathroom door open. I lived withmymother, three sisters, and one
brother, who was the baby. On this day, my brother was somewhere
downstairs with his superman pajamas, still on, with his brown raggedy
blanket tied around his neck. Hewasjumping from the top of the basement
stairs pretending to be a black superman. My brother, Ronnie, usually started
this ritual around twelve o'clock in the afternoon after a morning dose ofthe
super hero cartoon: Super Friends. Since everybody in our house was usually
doing their own thing around this time on Saturdays, I decided to go to the
bathroom just to pee.
Since peeing just took a couple of seconds, I didn't bother to close the
door, I just went. Everything was pretty normal smell wise. I didn't have to
do the number two, so I didn't worry about filling up the red chitterlings
bucket ofwater to flush the toilet stool. I just sat there and enjoyed my pee. I
rolled out "enough toilet paper for a small army (as my mother would say)"
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and in the process of rolling tissue to wipe myself, I noticed something
different on the crotch ofmy Saturday labeled underwear. It was right there
in front ofmy face! Not really red, but a true pink colorwhich did not lie!
My first responsewas anger. How many times, earlier, had I gone to
the bathroom that day? Was it possible that I hadn't noticed it earlier? Could I
have gone to the bathroom and missed it? I wanted to feel the exact moment
my body changed. The moment my body produced blood. The moment the
books said I became a woman. I knew that when it came, I would feel it
instantly. The moment it dropped from my body to my underwear, I wanted
immediate confirmation! I knew I would just know. I knew I would just feel
it. But I didn't know. I didn't feel it. I wouldn't have knownmy period started
until I went to the bathroom and checked myunderpants. After that split
second was over, and I thought "yes, my period is finally here," it came
without a bang.
"Blood has that funny smell, that flmny odor when it hits the air, don't
it?" Mrs. Pena said with a particular facial emphasis on the smell and odor
part. She was lookingfor acknowledgment from the girls in our sixth grade
class who had already started their periods. The boys were taken away from
class by Father Dustman. The girls in the class quickly looked around to see
who would show any physical signs of agreeing with Mrs. Pena. Mrs. Pena's
brown freckled face scrunched up to make her pink colored lips touch the rim
of her glasses meticulously hanging from her nose. All the girls in the class
responded in silence, so it seemed, while I sat in the back of the class not
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wanting to understand. Not nodding and still not knowing what that smell
was, Mrs. Pena was telling me that I would stink whenever my monthly
came.
"It...is...very...important...to...be...clean...young...ladies...when...you...
^e...on...your...period," Mrs. Pena spoke each word very loud and slow like
we were all in the special ed. class.
Alone with Mrs. Pena, I really didn't care for her because she put me in
the Brown Birds math group. Everybody in the brown birds group was a cry
baby like Jeff or still wetting themselves! She even made Pamela Toliver, a
member of the Blue Jays math group, and the smartest girl in the class, sit
next to me to help me with my math.
"Just memorize your timetables," Pam said to me while simultaneously
sniffing snot up nose, sucking saliva back into he mouth through her teeth,
and pushing her glasses back up onto her pink nose. When Pam talked, she
made a whistling noise with dry white spots on the edges of her mouth. She
would lick the edges every so often, as if on cue, not knowing that the act of
licking her lips made her dry lip problem worse: a glue paste colored mouth.
She had pretty, long sandy brown hair that her mother kept in two big french
braids: one braid on each side of her head.
"Psst,..psst! Hey Pam.,.have you started yours yet?" I asked her one day
when she was reciting timetables.
"Mrs. Pena...Mrs. Pena, Taiyon keeps talking to me while I'm trjdng to
do iny work," she would cry like I was a mosquito tr3dng to bite her. Mrs. Pena
would stop grading the papers she was marking and throw down her ruler on
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the desk while giving me a look that clearly conveyed that she would beat my
natural black ass if I didn't behave.
It was sixth grade and the books said that most of us would get our
periods between the ages of eleven and thirteen. Pam and I were both eleven
years old. Pamela looked at me and pushed her glasses back up on top of her
nose. Her face went from pale rose to crimson red in two distinct stages.
Immediate pain filled my senses as Mrs. Pena's fuchsia colored fingernails
grabbed my mauve lips and tried to literally turn them off ofmy face.
"Didn't I tell your little black behind about all that talking?" came out of
her mouth with each twist of my lips. I spent the rest of the day feeHng like my
mouth was giant soup coolers. Granted, I deserved to be punished, but I
thought confessions once a month in front of Father Malone with his smoke
and coffee stained teeth and breath was punishment enough.
"MOMMA....MOMMA!"
From right there on the blue toilet stool, I yelled it from the top of my
lungs.
"MOMMA....MOMMA!"
My shining moment of glory!
"MOMMA....MOMMA!"
My leap into womanhood.
MOMMA....MOMMA!"
My period had arrived! I was proud like a cat with a freshly killed
mouse that offers it, as a sign of affection and loyalty, for other cats to eat first.
"MOMMA...MOMMA!"
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I wanted her to be there. I wanted her to be the first to see my first.
"MOMMA.. .MOMMA!"
I noticed the Hght tan dirt ring running around the blue bathtub, and I
thought about the vehicles through which things come. It seems like there
was always residue or price to pay for something. Who ever took a bath last
(and Momma's gonna get them for leaving that ring around the tub) had to
leave a little bit of their skin behind in the dirt to get clean.
"MOMMA..-MOMMA!"
I knew that she was in the kitchen using Revlon to straighten my older
sister's hair, but this was important.
"MOMMA...MOMMA!"
I wanted her to come right away.
"WHAT DO YOU WANT!" Momma yelled back.
"MOMMA, JUST COME HERE. PLEEAASSEE!"
"You Know I'm Straightening Your Sister's Hair Girl! What Do You
Want? You Know I Can't Leave This Shit In Her Hair! It'll Burn!"
I didn't want to spit it out. This was my secret. My discovery. My gift. I
didn't want anyone to know, not even my sisters. I didn't want anyone to take
this away fi-om me like my two younger sisters took my green Inch Worm
away when they came along. This belonged to me.
"Momma...Please...Come!"
"Go See What That Girl Is Hollering About!" I heard come from the
kitchen in a stern voice. Two seconds later, my younger sister Cherisse, came
to the bathroom door. She started banging on the door.
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"Momma said, what do you want?" she yelled as she opened the door to
stick her head through the crack. Her bright black eyes were eager to hear the
news. Eager to know it all. Eager to take it away. She was eight years old
going on eighteen, and I ignored her.
"Close the door stupid and tell Momma to come here," I ordered her.
She looked at me and stuck her purple tongue out. She was sucking on a Now-
Or-Later watching the latest episode of Thunder Cats. Cherisse slammed the
door extra hard for me and ran back into the kitchen to give a over ripe report
to Momma.
Momma wasn't going to come. I stood up and walked to the bathroom
door. I cracked it open and yelled out the good news.
"MOMMA...I STARTED MY PERIOD!"
No response
"MOMMA...I STARTED MY PERIOD!"
Silence.
"WHAT'S A PERIOD?" I heard Cherisse ask my Momma from the
living room.
"Quit yelling and just get one ofmy pads from the closet, girl!" is what
Momma said.
I got one ofMomma's pads from the closet and a clean pair of panties
from my bedroom. After I put them on and washed my hands, I walked out
into the dining room from the bathroom hallway. I timidly walked toward the
kitchen. My moment ofglory. I felt likeVanessa Williams, as Miss America,
walking across the star lit stage, displajdng my crown.
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"What's a period?" I heard Cherisse ask me.
"Nothing. Be quiet and watch TV," I said. I made my way to the
kitchen. I walked across the yellow tiled floor and looked at my mother. With
her blue-green housecoat on, she was leaning over my older sister's, Cheron,
head, patting down the final touches of relaxer into her hair. It seemed like
hours, but it had only been less than five minutes, so I knew it was time for
Cheron to wash the relaxer out of the hair.
I just stood there looking at my mother, waiting for her to say
something. Waiting for her affirmation.
"Momma. I started my period now," I said while standing in the
middle of the kitchen floor. I concentrated very hard to not bite my fingernails.
My father said that biting one's fingernails was very gross and unsanitary.
Momma patted the white relaxer into Cheron's black hair.
I waited for about another minute and finally Momma let Cheron get up
and go to the kitchen sink to wash the burning relaxer out of her hair.
"You know you can get pregnant now. Don't you?" Momma spoke.
I stood there knowing all that but not really knowing what all that
meant. I wanted her to tell me more. There had to be something more that
made it special and important, something that made me that too. "I am a
woman now," I thought to myself. "This means that two ofmy ovaries have
produced an egg which traveled through my fallopian tubes and landed in my
uterus which is hned with life nourishing rich blood for the egg to eat, just in
case it became fertilized by a sperm and became a zygote,' but all I heard was
one thing."
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"You know you can get pregnant now. Don't you?" Momma repeated
again while inhaling a long drag off her Winston cigarette.
"Yeah," I looked at her while I responded. She stopped briefly to look at
me, povertly, while she put her left hand on her hip. Cheron titled her head
half-way out of the sink. She wore a smug look ofknowing on her face, and
the kitchen went quiet again.
"UP, UP AND AWAY!" Ronnie yelled, breaking the silence as he
jumped down the flight of our basement stairs and into the sky.
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Me, swinging in the szving, at Gatelif Park: Chicago, Illinois
A
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Flying High
The grass was green. You knowwhat I'm talking about. It was like the
color greenyou still notice in the Jumbo Box ofOne Hundred Crayola Crayons.
It was the color green you ask for when the person coloring with you tries to
offer you a closer shade (practically the same) but justnot quite right. It was the
greenof your dreams. The green ofyour desires. The grass wasmy color green.
The green grass of Gateiy Park.
Gately Park sat on the comer of the intersection of 103rd and Cottage
Grove on the south side of Chicago. It was a Park that flourished at the
crossroads of the neighborhood whichwas really happening. Gately grammar
school was adjacent to the park and Corliss High school was just down the street.
There were baseball fields, basketball courts, football fields and concrete water
foimtains - not to mention the slides, monkey bars, swings, rocking horses, and
the sandbox. Any kid who was anybody had been to Gately. All the other kids
on my block seemed to go regularly with their parents. You wasn't "kool" if
you hadn't been to Gately Park. Theday of this photowas the day I became kool.
That day we were in the section of the park with the silver metal slides,
the rusted brown monkey bars, the chained wooden swings, the faded rocking
horses, and the dirty tan sandbox. The sandbox matched the color ofmy
mother's foundation makeup. I remembered wondering if her makeup was
made outof sand. I tried to puta little on my face, but I only succeeded inbeing
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forbidden for life to never play in a sandbox. We were also close to the steel and
gray concrete water foimtain, but myfather gave me andmysister strict orders to
stay away. I thought thewater tasted cool and soothed my thirst. Before I was
told not to, I would jump up and balance myself on the rim of the water
fountain by using my belly, forcing my shirt up and feeling the cool steel and
concrete over my stomach, letting the crisp water run good feelings over my lips.
Daddy said "it carried germs and germs were very contagious." I obeyed, but I
silently knew that the water fountain didn't carry any germs. Not the fountain
atGately Park. It was kool and clean like the grass. I left the foimtain and
cautiously made my way over to the monkey bars. Nope. Couldn't hang on and
definitely couldn't move myself from bar to bar. My sister said itwas because "I
was fat. I thought it was true since she climbed the monkey bars like a rim on a
wheel, and she was skinner than I was.
The black, white, yellow, and red discolored rocking horses were boring.
They didn't move fast enough. They only moved in one direction - up and
down. Bouncing didn't leave much to be desired. Iwanted to fly. Next, the slide
was okay, but I didn't like climbing those raised surface steel steps just to get to
the top. You know. The stairs that made ahollowed noise when your feet
touched the metal steps. While walking up, I listened to the sounds of my feet
making contact with the steps to ensure that I wouldn't fall. It was like
exchanging pain for pleasure, and the pleasure didn't equal the pain. When I
climbed the stairs it echoed throughout the entire park, and when finally I
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arrived at the bottom of the slide, there was a puddle of water in the sand. There
was no green grass at the bottom.
When I finally maneuvered my way around the puddle of water, I noticed
something move above my head out of the corner of my eye. I quickly looked up
and noticedmy sister's feet in the air. She was flying and flying high. My sister
was^flying high, and I wanted to fly high too. There was one swing left open on
her right, and I looked at the empty swing and at her with admiration. She was
flying. I could see the same pair of shoes I had on my feet up in the air on her
feet. I raised my head to the blue sky and shadedmy eyes from the sim with my
hand while I watchedmy navy blue hard buckled shoes swing back and forth to
the rhythm and time of the wind and to the music of the clouds in the sky. My
sister was smelling the grass and seeing the sights of Gately Park on the corner of
103rd and Cottage Grove. From the background I heard my father yell "be
careful" and then I yelled to my sister to "be careful!" She responded by swinging
higher and yelling at me to "come on!"
The rush of her heights caught itself in my throat, and I tried to swallow
my fear to catchsome'ofher pride. I walked to the swing, and I yelled for daddy
to come "put me in" so that I could fly too. He smiled and asked me if I was
"sure" when he arrived all out of breath. He had noticed the fear in my eyes. I
was his baby. I wasbigger thanmy sister, but I was stillhis baby.
Daddy lifted me up in his arms and gently sat me in the hard wooded seat
and pulled down the wooden bar for security. Quickly I grabbed the coolmetal
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chains on each side of me with my hands, and I smiled in anticipation. I was
ready to fly. I wanted to fly highand smell the green grass in thewind too.
Daddy pushed slowly and I didn't fly at first. I started to take off but then
mypropulsion died down, andmyengine stopped while my sister kept right on
soaring. Just as I started to cry mysister yelled at me tomove my"legs back and
forth" to propel myself, so that I could swing. I yelled atmy daddy, who had
walked away tomake sense of a game ofbasketball ona far away court, to "come
back and push me again!" My sister was rocketing, and I couldn't push myself
enough to even get a breeze. I was stuck. I needed him to do it for me. To push
me. I pushed my legs and something mysterious happened. I took off. I took off
into the sky above the monkey bars, the rocking horses, and the metal slides. I
was big, and I was in the sky. The wind was my friend and it "shooed" through
my black nappy braided hair and brought life to the white fur ofmy hood which
danced on my face. I heard the wind yell my name, kiss my face, and laugh with
only sweet words inside my ear. The wind said only words that I could hear. I
saw the green grass and the patches of sand and dirt throughout the park, and I
even saw somenew parts of the neighborhood too. I sawmy daddy. He was
standing over next to the basketball courts. He was watching kids play a game of
three man. I wondered ifhe knew I was flying. Iwondered ifmy daddy knew
that his baby was flying high. I yelled his name so that he could turn around and
look but he didn't move. I guess thewind inmy ears was toomuch for him to
hear.
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From left to right: Uncle Arnold Coleman, Aunt Elora Coleman, Uncle Frank Coleman Jr. 
Uncle Billy, and Grandfather Coleman: Chicago, Illinois. 
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Lemonade, Juice, Buttermilk and Minced Meat
It is absurd to assume, as has been the tendency, among a greatmany Western
anthropologist and sociologist, that all traces of Africa were erased from the
Negro's mind because he learned English. The very nature of the English the
Negro spoke and still speaks drops the lie on that idea.
-Blues People by LeRoi Jones
While I was growing up, my grandparents were obsessed with education
and "talking right" being the "way out" for a kid likeme. A black kid.
On the ritualistic weekend visits to my grandparents house, my sister and
I would constantly run up and down their three flights of stairs and then "butt
slide" ourway down until we were told not to. Butt sliding was one of the
highlights of our visits at our grandparents' house.
Butt sliding is sitting on your hutt at the top of a flight ofstairs, preferably
carpeted, and then sliding down those same flight of stairs using your butt
instead of walking down using your feet like a civilized person - as my
granddaddy used to say.
After an hour or soofplaying. Sister and I would become thirsty. I would
be the one elected to face death and ask my granddaddy for something to drink
for both of us. I would askmygranddaddy for some juice or lemonade.
Granddaddy would respond by telling me to go upstairs to the kitchen to look in
the refrigerator or in the cabinets for something to drink. Sometimes, more
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times than some, I would make the long journey to the kitchen, walking up the
stairs, only to find the cabinet bare of lemonade and the ice box full of onlysweet
buttermilk and minced meat. As a result of my search, I would not find
anything to soothe me ormysister's thirst. Quickly, I would butt slide myway
back down the green shag carpeted stairs to the basement. Butt sliding each green
step one by one, I would yell loudly in perfect beat and time with the landing of
my blackbutt on the last shaggy step.
"Granddaddieee! II"
"Don't you see me sittinghere in front of you girl? Are you blind because
Trn sure not deaf?" he would say as he shook his head and allowed his voice to
trail offbeneath his personal yearning for a better life for me and my sister.
"Boy-oh-Boy, I tell you - you kids is something else!""
"Granddaddy. It ain't no lemonade or juice upstairs in the kitchen," I
would reply, taking thebullby the horns. Sister and I were very thirsty. I had to
be courageous.
Sure water was available, but you know the importance of those moments when
you're at "that age" when there are some kinds of thirsts that water just don't
cut! You need drinks like Coca-Cola, Hawaiian Punch, Cherry Flavored Kool-
Aid with extra sugar. Fruit Punch Juice, and my favorite - Powered Country
Time Lemonade.
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I looked over to see Sister sitting on one of grandmother's new hard
plastic chairs. It was one of those chairs from the 70's that no matter how hard
you tried to sit upwith a straight back, your body always ended up in a slump. I
know because my grandmother was always reminding me to sit up straight by
telling me that "God don't like ugly, andnice yotmg ladies don't sit like 'that'."
Sister sat in that kind of orange plastic chair. She swung her small caramel
brown legs while too intently watching a Sunday evening episode of 60 Minutes.
Sister and I both knew that she didn't even know how to spell sixty minutes let
alone watch it. Sister was just waiting for THE following program - The
Jefferson's.
Watching 60 Minutes was Sister's distraction to keep her from busting out
laughing at me while I was painstakingly trying to get us something to drink.
Technically, Sister was the oldest by ten months and 29 days, but I was the guinea
pig because I had asked for something to drink for us both while she sat and did
absolutely nothing. If I had tried to say something to her about this, she would
have simply responded by repeating what my grandmother would say "nothing
is something."
"Granddaddieee!"
My grandfather was pretending not to have heard me: his pride and joy.
His second granddaughter. His gaze was intently on the television watching 60
Minutes too. That episode of 60 Minutes was a repeat. I could tell by the music
and the number of times I sawEd Bradley on the TV screen.
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I waited.
I waited some more.
Finally, in an utterly respectful voice, I again attempted to convey the
purpose of my quest to my granddaddy. I spoke.
"Granddaddy there ain't no lemonade or juice in the kitchen."
I even waited some more after that.
Silence.
Granddaddy's gaze never left Ed Bradley's face on the TVset.
I looked over at my sister in the plastic chair. Sister was looking at the
television too. She was really mastering the skill of appearing to enjoy
something about newly closed SteelMills on Chicago's south east side.
Again, I looked at Granddaddy. Granddaddy looked at,the TV. Sister
pretended to look at the TV.
I took a deep breath and mustered up enough courage for my third
attempt. I was really thirsty and even though my sister didn't deserve it, I knew
shewas really thirsty too. Before I uttered my third attempt, granddaddy sighed.
I think he noticed my hesitation.
"Ugghhhaa - oh-boy-I-tell-you-Lord-Jesus-Christ-help-me-Jesus-please!"
trailed out and off his mouth Hke one long word. He looked at me with his blue
rimmed eyes through his glasses and said to me in a high pitched voice full of a
type of frustration and disappointment of which I have yet, to this day, failed to
hear anyone imitate or master.
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"Young lady,what are you trying to say? If you are goingto speak to me -
little girl - you better use the correct English language. Look hereMiss, ain't is
not a word!"
So there I stood puzzled, thirsty, and very mad at Sister. She had let me
take this abuse alone, and she had thoroughly enjoyed it. I saw out of the comer
ofmy eye that she was laughing to herself at this point. She did not even
maintain any type of composure. I made a mental note to kick her hard on the
leg in the car on the way home. I knew Sister used the word "ain't" too. She's
the one who had taught me how to use it.
For a long time I stood there, directly in front ofmy granddaddy, trying to
search my brain and my limited vocabulary for just the right word or phrase to
communicate my needs and meet my grandfather's speaking expectations.
Earnestly, I tried to look sincere, serious, studious, pious, and finally - soulfully
pitiful in the hopes of satisfying mygranddaddy's desires. I gazed at him, and he
was stillwatching the television, but I could tell by the dark angle ofhis face that
hewas waiting for me to rephrase my question. He was not going to respond to
me until I asked the right way - according to him.
After what seemed like hours butwas really just a few minutes, I spoke
slowly with a half smile ofmy face, choosing my words very carefully. I was
seekingapproval with every white bone in my body.
"Granddaddy...there...am...is..,not...no...lemonade...or...juice...in...the
kitchen...it...is...only...minced...meat...and...that...buttermilk...that..only...you
like..-Up...in...there."
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There! It was out! I smiled as brightly at my granddaddy as I could,
waiting for his assured approval and the long awaited quenching ofmy thirst.
At this point. Sisterwas on her own. I slyly looked over to my sister to smirk in
tranquil satisfaction, but shewasn't on the orange chair. Thatugly plastic chair
was empty and Sister was laying on the floor rolling in laughter with no shame.
I noticed a small fine sparkling sliver trail of undulating slob from the tiled
basement floor to her pink lined mouth.
"What's so funny?" I thought out loud to myself. I wanted to know what
was so ftmny! I wanted to laugh too.
'Tyie-yie," my granddaddy sighed while he took off his glasses. He slowly
rubbed his brown left hand over his dark head absentmindedly full of hair which
was no longer there.
Needless to say, my sister and mewaited a long time for something to drink
that day.
Eventually, Sister had lemonade, and I only got water.
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Me and my sisters Oieron(right) and Oierisse (bottom front).
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Sizing Up
It happened on that day and in that exact hour, somewhere between Soul
Train and Quincy. The doorbell rang, and my sister and me ran from the
kitchen, past the dining room and through the living room to reach the hallway
of the front door. We stood there at the wooden door which had only one small
window at the top. The window was covered with black cast iron bars in the
shape of flowers. We took turns jumpingup and down in front of the window
in an attempt to see who was on the other side of the door. I saw who it was. It
was my Uncle Harold and his fiance, Linda.
I liked Linda. She wasshort and prettyand had a really bigblack cool afro
like the ladies on Soul Train. She wasn't skirmy, and shewasn't fat. She was
plump ina way that made her cute and irresistible like a little black baby doU. I
had never seen her dance, butI am sure that she could get down and boogie like
the rest of the people on Soul Train who had big, black afros. I didn't know
exactly how tall she was, five two or five foot, but she was shorter than my Uncle
Harold, and he was barely five feet tall wi^ nine or ten additional inches. Linda
andHarold looked like theperfect black Ken andBarbie ormaybe better said, a
perfect Kenny and Babbette. They just looked like they fit together. Linda was
theperfect size for Harold, and he was theperfect size for her.
Like a black hand in a cool brown leather glove, I am sure they kissed
which I delightfully assumed was often. One time when I was atmy
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grandmother's house, I caught them kissing upstairs in the living room. I hid
next to the yellow refrigerator, and my eyes devoured their reflection in the
mirror. Uncle Harold had no trouble bending down to reach his lips to hers, and
I saw her enjoyable strain with pride and affection to cormect her hands behind
his neck so that her lips could help in the effort of a continual kiss.
I liked Uncle Harold. He was nice and he always came around even when
he didn't have to. He was shorter than my Daddy,who is six three, but he was
taller than my mother, who is five eight. Being five foot and eleven inches now,
myself, I never thought of myself as ever being able to reach mymother's height.
Momma was never intimidating, but I found comfort in her always being a little
bit bigger than me.
Linda and Uncle Harold were at my house to announce their weddingand
to invitemy family's participation, but there was only one draw back. They only
needed one bridesmaid and one flower girl. There were three women too many
irimy house that day and at that exact hour. Mymother was to be the
bridesmaid and my older sister was tobe the flower girl. The colors were pastel
green and orange. I cried that day because Uncle Harold and Linda told me I was
too small to participate in their ceremony. Ironically, I didn't lose out for my
physical size, I was actually much bigger thanmy older sister, but I lost out
because of age - at least that is what they told me at the time.
"You know being a flower girl takes a lot of responsibility and at age six,
your sister will be able to do a much better job. You're only five honey and next
time you cando it." Little did I know that there was not supposed tobe a next
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time for marriage. I accepted their promises of next time enthusiastically among
tears and salty tastingmucus, not knowing that soon I would leam that fifty
percent of all American marriages would end in divorce and not fully knowing
that my parents were workingbehind the scenes at becoming a part of that
statistic. I was too young to participate. I was too young to be in their wedding.
I thought about the time when I had asked my friend Mikey, who lives
across the street,why his daddy cut the grass at night. Mikey told me he didn't
know. He only knew that his father had left and came home every now and
then to keep up the work around the house like trimming hedges and watering
and cutting the grass. I askedMikey why he cut grass at night in the dark when
he couldn'tpossibly see, andMikey told me that he had probably done it somany
times that he could cut the grass without even looking. I accepted Mikey's
explanation and told him to at least ask his father to turn on the porch light
when cutting the grass at night.
The wedding rehearsals were fun. They allowed me to come if I agreed to
behave. It didn't seem that interesting, but I envied my sister for getting all the
attention of the adults in the wedding. Everyday she was so cute. Her skin was
so light, and her hair was so straight. My sister looked so much like my mother,
and I looked too much like myDaddy. My hair wasn't straight, my skin wasn't
light, and I didn't think I was cute. I didn't see who I was supposed tohave
looked like enough, around me, for affirmation, but I saw a little of him at the
wedding rehearsals. Daddy's brother was getting married, and he had to come
there. He would be there for that.
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The wedding rehearsal participants were arranged in size and marched to
some kinda funny humming noise. I was shocked to realize that they even
foimd someone to match the size of my sister. He was like a little man, and my
sister was like a little woman. They looked like a miniature husband and wife.
They were so perfect, so clean, so cute, and so light. They took smallsteps to the
humming of all the adults. I tried to hum too so that I could help, but they only
toldme to shut up and sit downbecause I was too loud, and I didn't do it right. I
got scared because I thought of how my grandmother might tell me to hold in
my lips because they were too pink and that the next time I went to her house,
she might pour hot grease in my hair and comb my scalp until it's raw in an
attempt to change the texture of my hair.
The day of the wedding came and everyonewas excited. Before the
wedding, I was pushedbetween black pant legs and pale green and orange skirts
of the adults in the ceremony. I was glad to finally find a seat next to my
grandmother. When the music started, I instinctively started to hum the
wedding march while expectantly sitting in my pew, but my grandmother
politely popped mymouth so quickly with herwhite gloved hands that she gave
the impression of only removing a piece of food or a booger from mymouth.
Only I knew from the inner sting that it was meant to domuch more. I stopped
humming and turned around to watch the procession.
I sawmyAunt and other uncles, and I saw mymomma andmyDaddy
too. They looked so cute together, but I wondered why they didn't look at each
other. They made a perfect match of ebony and ivory.
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Next came the flower girl and the ring boy. They looked like a little replica
of my parents as best man and the bridesmaid. The ceremonystarted and
finished and we moved to the reception at Linda's parents' house.
Linda's family lived in a really neat all brick housewith a newly
remodeled basement. My Daddy had started to remodel our basement at home
before he left, but he didn't geta chance to finish. He left a halfcompleted room
and wood planks for a future unknown use.
Lots of people were there with afros, processes, press-n-curls and perms.
Everybody was nice and was introducing themselves as new family, old family
andwanna be family. I was told how cute I was and how much I looked like my
Daddy and how much my older sister looked like my momma.
"You two are sisters? I just can't believe it, and you say this one is older
than that one - oh just kiss my black ass! Youwouldn't know it to look at em,"
people exclaimed as they pinched mycheeks, swatted my ass and touched my
pompom puffs on my head for the umpteenth time. The highlight of my night
at the reception was sneaking the champagne from the champagne fountain in
my little plastic champagne glass and running up and down the flight of stairs
that led to the basement. Among the taste of the champagne and the affectionate
strangers, I was happy thatmyUncle Harold hadmarried Linda. Her people
seemed to be very warm and nice, especially one in particular - Linda's cousin.
Cousin was Linda's cousin and so now thatmade himmy cousin too. He
was so sweet, and he told me I was pretty every time I purposely passed byhim.
He made me giggle and laugh and feel unabashedly full of pride in my newly
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discovered beauty. Cousinsaid my eyes were huge and that I would make a man
love me and helplessly marry mesomeday. He asked me laughingly did I know
that, and he joked with the adults at my irmocent ignorance of his adult
implications. Everyone laughed and thought hewas so funny and sweet. People
whispered to themselves and each other about how cute he was with me. I was
his new little cousin, and he was a cousin visiting with a cousin at a cousin's
wedding.
Cousin didn't have a place to stay and after good conversation, liquor and
food, he was perceived in a good way, and my father offered him to stay in our
unfinished basement. I deduced that my Daddy was coming home that night,
and wewould be letting our new Cousin stay the night at our home. Our family
home.
Food gone, liquor gone, and conversation gone, we rode home with my
Daddy, and I woke up in front ofmy house. We were excited. Daddy was home,
and we obeyed verywell that night and quickly took our baths andwent to bed
without even a fight or sound.
My sister and I always slept in our light white underwear during the
summer. It was hot that day and that night it was hot as well. The house was
asleep, and I sneaked down stairs to see if ourCousin was doing well. Cousin
was nice and he made me feel real good. I wanted to be close to him.
After reaching the landing at the foot of the stairs, I walked over to the
half done TV room in the basement. Our Cousin was preparing to sleep on the
couch. He was standing with his shirtunbutton completely withhis dark chest
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showing. His chest had no hair on it. His belt buckle was undone, and his pants
were slightly unzipped. I said hi and giggled, and I started to runback up the
stairs to get back intomy bed. At the landing of the stairs, he caught me and
called me backwith the sweetest whisper.
"Hey pretty girl, what you think you doing? Come on backhe now so I
can see ya." Hemust have known that I loved whispers, they made my head
light and my mouth itch to smile. I thiiik that's why Mikey's father cutting grass
in the middle of the night bothered me so miich. When it's dark out you're only
suppose to do quiet things that no one else knows about. At night you're only
suppose to do things that only two people can share likewhen I watch the naked
silhouette of my Daddy walking from my momma's bedroom to the bathroom.
They think I'm asleep, but I always catch them when I am turning inmy sleep.
Cousin knew about doing things at rught in between the layers ofdarkness. He
whispered for me too.
Awhisper always struck me somewhere down on the insides that you can
spend your adolescent life trying to identify before adults interrupt the natural
process and tell you what it is, either by action or impression of their thoughts. I
wondered if Cousin knew that I hadn't spoken aword to my parents until they
caught me speaking to my sister. She must have left the door open when we
went into the bedroom on that dayat that hour. My parents then realized that I
knew how to talk and talk well I did but for some reason I only wished to voice
my thoughts and desires to my sister alone. She was my affirmation of
expression and existence when itcame to words. I had spent the first four years
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of my life whispering to my sister to keep my voice from my parents and others.
Cousin knew how to commimicate with me. He spoke a language that was
familiar with my ways.
I obeyed and went back down the stairs to Cousin. He stood there looking
at me and asked me what I was doing. The soft smell of washed and dried
clothes filled my nostrils from the laundry room that was adjacent to the
unfinished room. I liked the smell of clothes drying in the dryer. I used to get in
trouble for laying outside on the groimd underneath the exit pipe for the dryer.
My mother would catch me there and threaten to beat me if she ever caught me
there again.
Cousin told me to bring my pretty self "here" and he asked me what I was
doing. I responded by saying "nothing." Nothing is the only word which seems
to fill the vocabulary of a five year old. It's like a protectivemechanism. We
can't yet put words to explain our actions because we don't understand them
ourselves. We merely respond to these ludicrous inquiries with "nothing."
There is a whole lot in absolutely nothing.
He askedme if "I wanted to see something" and of courseI said yes. I
wanted to see something that could make me feel as good as he did that night
and earlier that evening. I had already remembered him and decided that I
loved this man - this man who was my cousin. He reminded me of the male
dancers on Soul Train with his big dark brown afro that puckered in and out in
an indiscriminate pattern around his head. I was sure he could get down to the
James Brown. His face was smooth like brown sugar before it's baked over sweet
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potatoes, and he was tall like my Daddy. The only problem I had with him was
that he was a little bit too skinny.
"Come here.... You...wanna...see something?" he asked me again, and I
hesitated feeling alonewithout the ambiance of a wedding reception. I instantly
thought of my Uncle Harold and Aimt Linda and wondered how they were
feeling at this moment. Theweddingwas the joining of two people that I could
ascertain was forever, but what did forever mean in terms of feeling good and
affectionate for a lifetime. What was the correlation?
Now it was just me and him alone in the basement of my house. Daddy
and momma were asleep above andmy sister wasbusy fighting off the OldHag
of her dreams. I was flattered that even among this complete isolation, he chose
to play with me rather than go to sleep.
Cousin took off his pants and sat back on the black leather sofa. He took
my hand and pulled it to his white underwear. Myhand gripped something
warm and hard. It was hot to the touch, and I pulled my hand back as if it had
been burned. I looked down at my tan palm, back again at Cousin's underwear
and again at the inside of my hand. Mypalm was the color of my mother's skin
but the other side was dark like that thing in his underwear. The touch vibrated
on my hand, and I felt like he was sharing some great secret, and I did not know
how to respond or showmy appreciation. I couldn't evenwhisper. I wondered
at the times I had seen my daddy's underwear, and I couldn't remember.
Was he trying to be my boyfriend? He said he thought I was cute. I stared
at him and he pulled my underwear down. Theywere white cotton underwear.
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spotted with little strawberries. Mymomma had bought them especially for the
occasion of the wedding. I wondered if she knew it would be for this occasion. I
sometimes think back and wonder if he admired my underwear at the moment
or wondered what they looked likewhen we were in the basement of my new
Aunt Linda's house during the reception. Did he have x-ray vision? could he
see my underwear through my dress. Mymomma always told me to wear good,
clean imderwear in case I got into an accident. Did my momma know that I was
going to be married too?
After he pulled down my imderwear, he aimed the head of his penis
betweenmy legs and.rubbed it. It was hot to the touch, and he instantly pulled
my underwear up and searched my face for some expression. I didn't know what
to give, I didn't know what happened. I thought of how he was much taller than
me. He had to sit on the couch in order to rub his penis between my legs. I
noticed that I was much smaller than he was and that he was too big for me. We
were sized like the people in the wedding and likemy Uncle Harold and Axmt
Linda, we didn't fit. Was this my gift?
MyUncle and Aimthad received a lot of gifts in celebration and maybe
this wasmine from him. I thought about it for a minute and then I giggled and
felt good for the attention. I quickly felt embarrassed, and I ran toward the stairs
and gothalfway to the topbefore I ranback down and asked him to "please do it
again." He did it again and then I ran back upstairs and got intomy warm bed. I
was happy that I had had something good that feh good. I went to sleep thinking
ofmyUncle's wedding and wondering if I would ever get a chance to be on Soul
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Train. I had a nice Afro when momma combed my hair right and stopped
putting it in those damn pompom puffs.
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Uncle OlonWayne Boston's headstone. Hewas mymother's only brother ii^ho died in his
early 30's; Sparta, Illinois.
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Visitations
"All I know is that I don't want you coming to visit me. If you gone just
stay gone," I told my mother while walking into our kitchen. ^Ne both laughed
together, enjoying each other's playfulness.
When mymother first died, I prayed to seeher. I remember telling her
one time when we were talking about spirits that I didn't want her to come back
to me once she died. Other people in my family had come to visit others once
they had died. My aunt Gloria was one of those people.
Myaunt Gloria died shortly after Big Momma died. Big Momma wasmy
great grandmother. My aunt Gloria was a petite woman with naturally curly
hair and smooth dark honey brown skin. Being in her kitchen in St. Louis,
Missouri was my first memory of her. It always seems likemy first memories of
those close to me are always linked with food or something associated with food.
Anjrway, aunt Gloria lived in St. Louis, Missouri in the new Black middle class
Washington Park neighborhood with her second husband Anky. Her first
husband died in the war, at least that's what my Momma had told me.
Ankywas aunt Gloria's husband's nick name. To this day I don't
remember what his real name was. Knowing his real name was never
important, and it isn't important to me now. When I was a child, it seemed
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that the names I used for the adults in my lifewere Momma,Grandma, Pa Pa,
Aunt Snoogie, Uncle Gene, Aunt Rachel, and Dookey, but everybody always
called me Taiyon. Everybody but me had a nick-name. Both aunt Gloria and
Anky were suited for each other. They both had raspy soimding voices from
chain smoking too many Salem cigarettes and drinking Crown Royal liquor all
day long. I canseeAnky right now with his working class blue suspenders on,
coughing, making his black horn rim glasses move down his caramel color nose.
Anky and avnt Gloria always called me "baby," and let me eat all the food I
wantedwhenever I was at their house to visit. My memories go back to their
refrigerator because I remembered that it had awater and ice dispenser. The
frozen water would come down in hard chunky pieces or mushy crushed folds of
ice. It was so cool.
Aunt Gloria diedwhen I was twenty-one years old, and a couple ofweeks
after her death, she came to me in a dream. The sky was a midnight blue, and
the starswere the brightest theyhad ever been tomy eyes. Somehow, I was
instantly walking down her brick paved street. I hadn't been to her house for
many years before her death, but I remembered it just as it was when I was a
child. The street was quiet and I came upon aunt Gloria's house which sat upon
a hill along with other houses in a nice clean row. When I faced the house, I was
immediately inside and standing in the dark basement. In the basement was a
window through which I could see the
midnight blue sky with the whitest stars. The sky looked like something out ofa
child's picturebook. The window seemed verycalming, like it was the
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anesthesia that kept my sanity together. The image in the window kept my
sociahzed htiman instincts from kicking in. The most amazing thing I am left
with from this dream is that I had absolutely no fear. I know those stars and the
blue night sky had something to do with that.
My aunt Gloria was standing with a crowd of people. They formed a dark
silhouette in the basement directly in front of me. I couldn't see their faces, but I
could make out their soft dim body etches. Immediately my aunt Gloria came
forward. Her skinwas radiant and her eyes werebright likeshe was at the peak
of physical health. Yes, her hair was curly and gray as I had remembered, but I
had never seen her look more beautiful or more peaceful. A soft light shown on
her and only her, it didn't illuminate the rest of the room. She was under her
own personal spotlight. She spoke to me, but her lips didn't move, but I
understood everything she said to me that night in my dream.
"Where is BigMomma?" she asked smiling and cocking her head ever so
slightly to the side.
"I don't know," I answered, feeling no regret for not being able to answer
her questions.
"Okay, I have to go now," she said showing no sign of disappointment,
only love and acceptance. Aunt Gloria faded back into the crowd of people,
and instantly I was back in my home in Chicago in my own bed and out of my
dream.
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According to my mother, who told me this when she was alive, my aunt
Gloria visited many other family members but not with so nice an entrance as
she did with me.
Mymother told me that aunt Gloria actually appeared to my cousins -
aimt Gloria's great grandson, and his mother, her granddaughter. She didn't
wait for a dream. Aunt Gloria wasn't asking for Big Momma during those visits,
shewas asking for her husband, Anky, whowould only survive her by six
months. She kept scaring them so badly that they finally left the house one day
and got somebody to tell her that she was dead. It was like she didn't know.
So, it is because of this that I told my mother not to come to me if she died.
I didn't know then that shewould go so soon. I sometimes regret telling her that
because I think she took it seriously. Since her death I have been waiting to see
her or just to hear from her. I have only dreamed of her twice but not in theway
I have dreamed of the others.
The first time I dreamed of my mother after her death, we were both in
the hospital. Momma was on the respirator machine, and I just instructed the
Doctor to take her off. He pulled the pale tube out of her chest, and she released a
big long sighofair. Maybe it was relief. Immediately, wewere both in our parish
in Chicago during mass at St. John De La Salle. Momma was there with me, but
she was standing in front of me. I knew it was her because I could see her French
vanilla colored right hand leaning on the pew.
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Momma had on the silver diamond wedding ring that aunt Rachel, aunt
Gloria's sister, had left her when she died. From the ring on her hand I could tell
it was her. She didn't turn around to look at me. I didn't know what to make of
it. Was she trying to communicate with me?
Last night I dreamed of my Momma for the second time. I dreamed of
her. We were both in a Chinese grocery store. She wasn't with me this time.
She moved in front of me to pick up something out of the freezer. I watched her
open the freezer and reach up to grab something unrecognizable off of the top
shelf. The checker was ringing up my food and repeatedly asking me for money.
I kept standing there just looking. I woke up before she could turn around. I
only saw her hands.
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Me and mysister Cheron outside infront ofmypaternalgrandmother's house: Chicago,
Illinois.
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Daddy's Closet
My house is a large red rectangxilar
box with a living room on the very front end. The dining
room graduates lovingly to tiie left, and the busy bathroom and
two facing bedrooms squeeze to the right while the kitchen reigns
King at the boundary of the house. Like
most basements, mine is tmdemeatii the rooms
ofmy ready rectangular box made heavy house, in pseudo support,
as if it had no other pious place to go. >
It just landed there and grew a haunting home.
My sister Cheron and I use to pretend that we were in the circus. Like the
great circuses we knew from trips with Daddy to the Chicago Convention Center
while crunching salty peanuts, shells and all, and stepping over elephant
manure, we tried to imitate those type of wanting things. Using the living room
floor and the kitchen as our lighted circle and the blue shag carpet on the floors
as our safety net, we performed the most daring flip-flops this side of Missouri
which just happened to be the Chicago South East side. Our acrobatic feats only
hurt when we performed our Coleman Circus shows on the hard yellow tile
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floor of the kitchen. It was at home where I learned the importance of
appropriate staging for a show.
The kitchen was decorated with red bricks and pale sun yellow paint.
Momma and Daddy would sometimes go there to hug and kiss each other.
Giggling, Cheron and I would catch them there: Daddy gentlynudging Momma
for more and more, and Momma always responding with effortless resistance on
the days when there was to be no ceramic shattering of carved glass. Wood
cabinets grew from the ceiling and worked their way down the wall, leaving a
little space above the tiled counter that ran directly underneath. The cutting
board slash dishwasher began where the cabinets stopped. Momma often used
the wood dishwater countertop to cut and prepare food for dinner.
Next to the dishwasher was a sink with a small ledge window directly
above it. A cabinetsat beneath the sink, quietly, as if absorbing the kitchen's
atmosphere and color. The window looked out up onto gangway which
separated the neighbor's house from ours. Cheron and I would sit on that
window ledge and spy on our 'figureless' neighbors as they moved through the
gangway. By the time Cheron and I ran to the windows to place faces with the
sounds of fast running feet, their bodies would be already beyond our visual
grasps, leaving only vibrating echoes as proof of their existence. Orange curtains
with black beaded embroidery framed thewindow. I loved the soft, bumpy
feeling they created against my exploring hands and face.
"It isn't polite to look at folks through the window - even through the
curtains," Momma would say. After scolding us, she would then show us how "
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to do it, spy on folks, the correct way. With her hands on her hips, my Momma
stood slightly away from the window, at an angle, leaning over the sink, never
touching the curtains with her hands let alone her face, managing to take in
every absolute detail that the tightlywoven orange threads, with the help of
filtered city sunlight would allow. Shepeered cautiously forward and held her
head ever so high while looking down her freckled nose into the gangway. Yes it
was safe, but it surely was not fun. Plus Cheron and I weren't tall enough to look
out into the gangway. We had to sit directly in front of the window with our
butts perched precariously on the learning ledge to see anything at all. We were
too small.
Across the linoleiun stood the white gas stove that Cheron and I used to
climb to reach the forbidden mysteries within the wood cabinets above. We were
always looking for something to put in our mouths. Something to fill the void.
"Boy when you learned to walk, you put everything that wasn't nailed
down into your mouth. One time I turned my head just for a second, and I
found you trying to eat the dog," myDaddy would flirt at mewhen company
would marvel at how much bigger I was than my older sister.
The stove was easy to climb because we could pull open the over door and
use it as a step to reach the hidden treasures of the cabinet. The burner covers
scratched our knees on the way up. This aggravated us, but the reward greatly
outweighed the painful sacrifice.
The far back wall of the kitchen was covered with a large picture window
surroundedby those red bricks I told you about earlier. The bricks were really
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plastic brickwall paper. Puffed out and looking really real, I was very devastated
to leam that the kitchen bricks were fake after careful comparison with the red
bricks on the outside of the house. I always got in trouble for touching those
plastic red wallpaper bricks on the kitchen wall, especially after I had been eating.
My parents, mostly Daddy, were afraid I would put chili stains all over them but
even worse, they were afraid that I might separate them from their glue and pull
them off the wall, so I only touched those imitation bricks when they weren't
looking. Touching them felt so good. Doing something they had said "no" to
felt real good. The flowing sensations of rurming my palms over something
with a hard yet smooth surface brought a tingly touch to my hands which carried
tickles to my insides up to my head through the roots ofmy dark 'crinkly' hair.
Cheron didn't share my obsession.
Along the left wall of the kitchenwas the door to the basement. My sister
and I never went there alone unless all of the lights were turned on, even in the
daytime.
"The toothless vampire lives in the basement and only comes out at
night," my father would whisper to us, trying to keep us from rtmning into his
and Momma's bed during the night. I could never see the toothless vampire
from the steps, but my sister and I knew he was down there. He was down there
among the water pump musk and the lead painted concrete bricks. Our bedroom
was next to the wall in front of the basement steps, and we constantly heard the
sounds of that gummed beast at night. The prince of darkness would walk up
the stairs one by one. Reaching the top at the door, the vampire woixld stop and
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pause as if he was contemplating the ideaof coming to suckme and my sister's
young black virgin blood and then on second thought, he would change his
mind and descend back down the foreboding stairs into the abyss only to goback
into the darkness to begin the entire process all over again until daybreak.
The yellow refrigerator lived next to the basement door. Pushed back into
an indentation of the yellow wall, it looked like a part of the wall: just a smooth
yellow riding surface. Refrigerator and I had a love-hate relationship. I hated
the refrigerator because I could not climb it to reach the cabinets above it, yet I
loved it because I envied its camouflage ability, something which I could never
do. Tryas we did, and I did, Cheron and I opened the refrigerator and stood
inside it for height, but we were always unable to reach the boards above. Those
ever elusive compartments remained a mystery to us, calling our names every
time we would walk or run past them,
"Taaiiyyon...Chhheerrron/' the compartments above the refrigerator
would whisper while we observed Momma putting various knicks and knacks
into their huge mouths. Theywere bottomless pits -1 tell you they were! We
lived to see whatwasbehind those damn doors. At our age, discovering the
cabinet's secrets was equivalent to beinghanded the keys to my grandmother's
locked bedroom.
On the other side of the refrigerator was a very miniature room with a
door. This was off-limits to everyone in the house - even Momma. That small
place spacewith a door was pronounced a closet by Daddy, and it was his closet.
Only his. It was his space.
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"Go get my green tie off the hook. It's right there directly on the hook.
Right when you open up the door. Just right there. Don't touch anything else,"
Daddy would say, instructing us in the fetching of his objects from his closet.
There was never enough time for us to meddle during our quests for him. The
only time my sister and I had any opportunity to explore it was while he was
getting ready for work. While he was primping.
My father would move from the bathroom, back and forth, until he was
ready to leave for his job as a policeman. As much time as he took, you would
have thought he was going to the prom or something, maybe the policeman's
ball. I would stand in the door way across from the kitchen counter watching
him prepare. WGCI 107.5 coming out the radio and Momma in the kitchen
cooking and cleaning or probably waiting for me to leave, I would stand there in
the wood frame of his closet quietly watching, just being there with him.
"Daddy...where you going?" I asked.
"To work so you can eat and there can be enough food left over for the rest
of us after you're done," he would reply laughing, never glancing away from his
personalized images within his personalized mirror on the wall of his closet.
"When are you coming back Daddy?" I insisted.
"Aroimd midnight. Youwill be asleep in your bed," he would respond
and sigh for the millionth time. He and I went through this ritual everyday.
Cheron seemed to care less about if and when Daddy left work or for that matter,
even if he came back.
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Daddy had a fluorescent light in his closet. The spacewas not large but
just big enough for one person to stand in and to do normal things such as
combing hair, brushing teeth, shining shoes,being a father, etc. It was just big
enough for Daddy. If any one, includingmyself, wanted to talk to Daddy, we had
to stand outside of his closet and make our inquiries from there.
A very neat person. Daddy kept all of his clothes on hangers, arranged by
the length of each item, and he had all of his cologne and after-shave bottles in
order by size. Old Spice always coming first. Each shoe had a shoe tree in it to
maintain its store bought condition, and his clothing was obsessively folded as
neatly as it could be. He knew if anything in his closetwas out of place and
order. He loved, lived, and demanded neatness. In him perfection was, in every
way, innate. Even as a child, when I ate chili and then touched my chili hands
on the fake bricks in the kitchen, I knew I was not neat and he knew too. This
annoyed him and only later would it annoy me. The way he looked at ovu: room
one day when Cheron and I left Barbie dolls and other toys, wet clay included,
out, on the floor in our room.
"Why don't you clean this mess up?" he would scream in disgust,
sneering at us.
"I dunno," we always managed to response in unison.
"What do you mean you don't know? Don't you hear me talking to you
young ladies?"
"Yes Daddy," is all we would respond with me responding a little louder
than my sister. Oncehe would leave the roomafter depositing his orders, we
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would sweep everything and junkit in our closet and push the clothes piles on
our floor underneath our beds using our arms like heavy street sweepers. After
making the beds and allowing the comforter's edges to touch the top of the floor
to hide our secrets, wewould pinkie swear each other to secrecy and death,
which ever came first.
For my father, dressing for work was a ritual. He would come out of the
bathroom wearing white boxer shorts and a white Hanes T-shirt. You almost
needed simglasses just to look at him. He would then go to his closet and put on
black socks and those things that hold men's socks up. Next, he would take out
his heavy laden blue striped pants which had tobe ironed toperfection, not a
crease or seam out of line. Finally, hewould splash Old Spice or Brut, depending
on themood, ever so lightly onhis brown clean shaven face. As he performed
this daily ritual, I would stand outside the closet with my body straining to touch
the door frame, praising his every move.
"Can I marry Daddywhen I growup?" I would askmyMomma with total
seriousness. I did not want my mother to be offended that I wanted her husband
for my own. There was no doubt that he would choose me over her. I was
Daddy's little girl. My question was an attempt to prepare myMomma for her
eventual let down, and to assure her that I wanted and expected her to still bemy
mother once I married her husband, my father.
"Yes Taiyon. When you are older you canmarry your father," my
Momma would answer for the umpteenth time. She loved me dearly:
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Something that Daddy's little girls don't often realize imtil later in life. Even in
the face of absurdity, a Momma's maternal instincts and love are constant.
Once Daddy was ready for work, I tried to fight back my daily ritualistic
tears while watching him prepare to leave. Before he left, Daddy would kiss
Momma, me, and Cheron, one at a time, and then tell us he would see us all
later.
"All right?" he would add as a back up to his good-bye. I knew I wouldn't
see him until tomorrow morning. When he arrived home I would be asleep.
He was new. He worked the night shift. Through watery brown eyes, I watched
my father leave the house, not understanding or recognizing the speed at which
his feet, covered in newly shined black patent leather shoes, descended the front
concrete stairs to join the rest of the world and to escape being a black, twenty
five year old father with two little girls, and a third one on the way.
